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Abstract 
Introduction: Kava (Piper methysticum), a culturally significant Pacific Island beverage, produces soporific 

relaxant effects similar to Benzodiazepine. Traditional users typically consume this drink at volumes 20 times 

greater than pharmacologically recommended doses, with many then driving home. This study, funded by the 

New Zealand Health Research Council (19/002), assessed six key cognitive functions related to safe driving, 

following kava use.   

Methods:  Guided by the faikava methodology, male kava consumers (n=20) attended a six-hour kava session, 

each drinking 3.6 litres of kava.  Drinkers were compared to a control group (males; n=19).  At baseline (T1) all 

participants completed Brain Gauge testing - a somatosensory tool that measures cognitive functioning in six-

areas. Re-testing was completed at three (T2) and six hours (T3).  Statistical modelling comprised Wilcoxon and 

Mann-Whitney U (MW), and Bayesian (BF) analysis.   

Results: Analysis indicated no statistically significant (p<0.05) difference to the focus, accuracy, time 

perception, plasticity or fatigue of the active participants when compared against control at T1, T2 or T3. 

Conversely, data analysis showed a significant level of impairment to the temporal order judgement (TOJ) of 

the active participants at T3 ([MW=0.0119; t=0.007301; BF=6.193058]) when compared with both their own 

and control data at T2 and T1. 

Conclusions: Kava at traditional consumption volumes is shown to significantly impact TOJ. TOJ is associated 

with Executive Function, particularly sequencing. This new understanding suggests kava, at traditionally 

consumed volumes, impacts upon cognitive functioning, and therefore may compromise driver safety. This 

presentation expands on these findings combined with a recent kava drink-driving awareness program. 

Sponsorship: The study is funded by the New Zealand Health Research Council (19/002). 
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(PPT 1 – aligns with PowerPoint slide in Endnote)1  

Introduction 

This presentation explains new research investigating kava and cognition, with the results applied 

to driver safety. The study was funded by NZ Health Research Council. To give context to the study 

and its findings, I must first highlight several key misunderstandings about kava. I will move 

through this quickly, with full references in the slides which are available on request.  

 

(PPT2)2 Traditionally, kava is mixed by straining the crushed roots of the Piper methysticum plant 

in water to make a culturally important beverage.3 

 

(PPT3)4 Pharmacology tells us that kava contains active properties called kavalactones which act 

in the body as a result of the mechanisms listed in the slide.5  Can I suggest the most important 

word in that explanation is the one in red, ‘possibly’. While some publications make grandiose 

claims, (PPT4) 6 , the reality is, there is a great deal we do not know about kava 

psychopharmacology.7  

 

Moreover, most of those claims about how kava works in the body and brain (PPT5)8 come from 

studies that used kava in tablet and pill form which contain extracted kavalactones ingested at 

small dose levels.9 

 

Conversely, (PPT6)10 in typical traditionally influenced, or naturalistic kava use settings, it is not 

uncommon for drinkers to ingest more than 8,000mgs of kavalactones over 6 hours. (PPT7)11 

Regardless of the huge difference, findings from research that used pill-style kava are routinely 

applied to, and overlaid onto, naturalistic kava. Most importantly, until now, no research has been 

done which seeks to understand how naturalistic kava use interacts with cognition. This 

presentation focuses on naturalistic kava and not pill/tablet-style kava. 

   

Kava and driving: (PPT8)12 It is estimated 70% of kava drinkers in Aotearoa New Zealand (ANZ) and 

Australia drive following high naturalistic kava use.13 
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(PPT9)14 A Fijian based ethnographic study reported a “four-fold increase in the odds of crash 

involvement” following consumption of kava at traditional use volumes.15 

 

(PPT10) 16  The New Zealand Institute of Environmental Science and Research (ESR) report 

increased detection of kavalactones in the blood of motor vehicle accident victims.17  

 

(PPT11)18 Aotearoa NZ and Pacific Island Police suspect that some unsafe driving is linked to kava 

use at high consumption volumes, with kava also suspected as an unaccounted factor in road 

deaths and injury. 19 

 

Currently there are no roadside tests to detect kava or measure kavalactone concentrations in 

users making the monitoring of kava drink-driving difficult. 

 

Responding to a call by NZESR and Police for research on driver safety following traditional kava 

use, (PPT12)20 a preliminary study which used an industry standard measure of drug driving was 

used to assess 20 kava users at a 6 hour long naturalistic kava use session against control.21  

 

In short, (PPT13)22 that industry standard measure revealed no statistically significant differences 

to either reaction time or divided attention, suggesting that following 6 hours of kava drinking, 

users were safe to drive. However, from an observational perspective, the kava drinkers showed 

subtle slowed movement and slight slurring of speech.23 

 

The incongruence between the test results and observations were considered with a group of 

psychpharmacologists. While limited kava understanding was acknowledged, this did lead to the 

identification of a new psychometric measure, (PPT14) 24  The Brain Gauge (BG), which was 

subsequently assessed for utility in a feasibility study.25 This led to a full scale, active versus control 

study, the focus of the remaining presentation.  

 

(PPT15)26 The BG is a somato-sensory psychometric test measure. Through touch sensation and 

the central nervous system, the BG measures slight changes to six strategic, tactical and 

operational cognitive faculties including fine-motor-skills and fatigue to assess neurological 

functioning.27   

 

(PPT16)28 The methods and measures: 

The study was guided by the Faikava Methodology and the Pacific Post-development 

Methodological Framework which was specifically designed to ensure the ethical and equitable 

use of Western standardised and normed psychometric measures with Pacific peoples. 29 

 

(PPT17)30 Power calculations identified participant numbers to ensure statistical significance. All 

participants were male, regardless that female kava use is common, who attended a 6-hour kava-

use session, with the ‘active’ participants each drinking 3.6 liters of kava over 6 hours.  
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(PPT18)31 Brain Gauge testing was done at baseline (before any kava was consumed), and again at 

3 hours and 6 hours following kava use, with the results statistically analysed to compare the 

scores of the drinkers against the non-drinkers.  

 

Full method and measure details are explained in a recent publication32 should you want more 

details 

 

Key results 

(PPT19)33 Again, highly condensed as this is all published: data analysis showed no negative impact 

to the Focus, Accuracy, Time Perception, Plasticity or Fatigue of the ‘active’ participants when 

compared against ‘control’. This suggests kava, even at high consumption volumes, does not affect 

5 key cognitive faculties necessary to safe driving. 

 

(PPT20)34 Of interest was that following 3 hours of kava drinking, the ‘active’ participants showed 

a statistically significant level of improved to their Focus, suggesting that after 3 hours of kava 

drinking, kava sharpens Focus which is important to safe driving.  

 

(PPT21)35 The most significant finding was the data analysis that showed a very strong negative 

impact to Temporal Order Judgement. The Brain Gauge descriptors defines TOJ as being linked to 

sequencing, or how the brain orders events.  

 

(PPT22)36 This suggests kava, when consumed at high volumes, has a marked negative effect on 

TOJ, sequencing and event ordering. This could have a negative impact on driving, although simple 

cause and effect assumptions must be resisted when coupled with the slight improvement to 

Focus and no impacts to Accuracy, Time Perception, Plasticity or Fatigue. Questions have also been 

raised about the role of sleep deprivation linked to lengthy and late attendance at kava 

environments as research shows a lack of sleep interferes with Executive Function, with TOJ being 

a faculty of Executive Function. 

 

(PPT23)37 This is new knowledge, focused specifically on naturalistic kava as opposed to tablet-

styled kava.  

 

(PPT24)38 What this research has also done is corroborate ethnographic studies that have reported 

for almost 100 years, that kava’s effects are subtle, very different to, and less impactful, when 

compared with alcohol and cannabis. This research also suggests the common term used to 

capture kava’s effects – kava intoxication – is both misleading and incorrect.39  

 

(PPT25)40 Until we have a better understanding of kava drug half-life and metabolism, work I am 

currently doing with ESR, moving the current research forward has limitations which are explained 

in the publication.  
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(PPT26)41 The research has been published as a technical report,42 journal article,43 as a user-

friendly summary,44 in translated - Bislama,45 Fijian,46 Tongan47 and Samoan48 – brochure-form 

(English version49), and shortly as a book presenting additional kava cognition research.50 

 

Finally, I want to sincerely thank the NZ Health Research Council for their support toward this 

research and my development as a Pacific health researcher.  
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